Science Blended learning—2 lessons

Chromosomes and Cell Division
Prepare for Learning
The human body contains trillions of cells.
Every human started out as a single cell, a fertilised egg inside its mother.
Cells in the body are constantly being replaced, old ones die and new ones are formed.
Some cells live longer than others.
In order to function correctly each cell has genes which are copied before being passed
onto a new cell during cell division.
Genes are found in chromosomes and the chromosomes are found in the nucleus of
each cell.

Agree Learning Outcomes
Describe where chromosomes are found in cells.
Describe the structure of a chromosome.
Explain how humans inherit chromosomes and how many we have.
Describe and compare the two types of cell division.
What happens when cell division goes wrong.

Present new information
Lesson 1
Chromosomes are only visible in cells which are just about to divide. They are made up of very long molecules of
DNA. A length of DNA that controls a characteristic is called a gene.
Different organisms have different numbers of
chromosomes and this number is nothing to do
with the size or type of organism. For example,
cats have 38 chromosomes in each body cell,
whereas dogs have 78!
Chromosomes come in pairs, so the number is
always even, humans have 46 chromosomes, or
23 pairs. One of each pair comes from the mother
and the other from the father.
The chromosomes can be shown in an image
called a “karyotype”. The karyotypes of a male
and a female are shown here:

All cells in the human body have 46 chromosomes, except sperm and egg cells, they have 23 chromosomes.
Sperm and eggs are called gametes.
Sperm and egg come together at fertilisation to produce a zygote, this is a fertilised egg.

Sperm cell

Egg cell

FERTILISATION

Fertilised egg (zygote)

Watch the first 1 minute 20 seconds of the GCSEpod (this has been downloaded on the Teams page):
https://members.gcsepod.com/shared/podcasts/title/11206/68359

Construct new meaning
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN A WORD DOCUMENT OR HAND WRITE AND PHOTOGRAPH IT.
1.

In your own words,
(a) explain why it is important that sperm cells and egg cells only have 23 chromosomes.
(b) explain what happens at fertilisation.

2.

What is the difference between the chromosomes of a male and a female.

3.

Use the karyotypes and the information provided to suggest which parent determines the sex of the child.
Explain your answer.

UPLOAD YOUR ANSWERS TO CELL DIVISION ASSIGNMENT 1 ON TEAMS.

Present new information
Lesson 2
A human body has between 50 -100 trillion cells in it. Every human started off as a single cell inside its mother’s
body. The cells in the body are constantly being replaced.
MITOSIS


Cell division results in growth, repair and replacement of old or damaged cells and tissues. The type of cell
division that occurs in these processes is called mitosis, where one cell divides to form two new genetically
identical cells.



The number of chromosomes is the same in the daughter cells as in the mother cell.



Before dividing, the cell duplicates its chromosomes so that each of the new cells can have a set.

MEIOSIS





Meiosis, produces sex cells.
In meiosis the chromosomes duplicate as in mitosis, the cell divides twice and there are 23 chromosomes in
sperm and egg.
When sperm and egg combine at fertilisation the resulting zygote has 46 chromosomes.
The chromosomes come in pairs which are not identical and the gametes get one chromosome from each
pair. The new cells in meiosis, unlike mitosis are not genetically identical.

A

DNA Replication

B

First division of meiosis

C

Second division of meiosis

Watch the GCSEpods below (saved on the Teams page):
https://members.gcsepod.com/shared/podcasts/title/11206/68306
https://members.gcsepod.com/shared/podcasts/title/11206/68308

Construct new meaning
After reading the passage on cell division and watching the GCSEpods. Make a copy of the double bubble map and
place the statements in the correct place.

MEIOSIS

MITOSIS

Type of cell
division

Produces sex cells /
gametes (sperm and
egg)

Results in 2 cells

Used for growth
and repair

Results in 4 cells

DNA is copied

Cells produced are
genetically different.

Produces genetically
identical cells

Apply to Demonstrate:
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN A WORD DOCUMENT OR HAND WRITE AND SEND YOUR ANSWERS TO
THE ASSIGNMENT PAGE.
1.

What is another word for genetically identical cells?

2.

Suggest tissues in animals and plants where you would find (a) mitosis and (b) meiosis happening.

3.

Cats have 38 chromosomes, dogs have 78 chromosomes and wheat has 42. How many chromosomes would
you expect to find in:
(a) an egg cell of a dog?
(b) a kidney cell of a cat?
(c) a pollen cell of wheat?

4.

Why would meiosis not work as the normal method of cell division in the body?

5.

Find out what happens if mitosis keeps happening out of control.

6.

Find out what happens to cells after mitosis to create specialised cells?

Review:
Answer the following GCSE question in a word document or hand write. Upload your answer to Teams.

